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THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA AND THE FORMER
AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
The statistics of the Australian Colonies, unless otherwise stated, are
passenger statistics.They are compiled from lists of all classes of pass-
engers, which lists the ships' captains present to the Customs officials at
the arrival or departure of their boats. The statistics are marked by the
following circumstances relating to (a) continental migrants and (b)
through passengers.
1.The expression "arrivals and departures" does not occur in the
sources until the last few decades.Before the sixties of the nineteenth
century migration movements are simply entitled "immigration and emi-
gration".Later the phrase "immigration and emigration by sea" is oc-
casionally met. This is not identical with migration to overseas countries
(Europe, Asia, etc.), but includes migrants by sea arriving from and de-
parting to other States of Australia.The statistics of Victoria, which
indicate for the years 1865-19 15 the countries of origin and destination,
show how large a proportion of the migration by sea is within the Con-
tinent.The quinquennial figures show that the proportion of arrivals
in Victoria from the other Australian states is between 71 per cent
(1866-70) and 90.6 per cent (1906-10) of all arrivals and the propor-
on of departures to other Australian states between 78.3 per cent
(1866-70) and 92.9 (1906-10) ofall departures.
In Australasian Statistics for 1900 (pp. 8, 10 and 12), in Votes and
Proceedings of Victorian Legislative Assembly, 1902, statistical tables
are found which give for 1873-1900 the number of immigrants and emi-
grants by sea for all the Australian Colonies.From comparing these
figures with those furnished by the several Colonies, it appears that they
cover mainly migration by sea, even when the sources do not state it.
2.On the other hand, the figures of arrivals before 1908 are not
confined to persons who disembark at the ports mentioned, but include
also passengers who do not disembark.Similarly with figures of de-
parturesall passengers leaving a port are counted even if they have
previously departed from one or more other ports.This process led to
counting passengers twice not only in the several States but for the
Commonwealth.In order to remedy this defect, reforms were in-
troduced April 1, 1908, which are described as follows in the report en-
titled Shipping and Overseas Migration of the Commonwealth of Australia
for 1909 (pp. 96-97):
Prior to the 1st April, 1908, all passengers on board overseas
vessels were, at the first port of call, counted as "arrivals", and all
passengers on board at the lastportofclearance within the
Commonwealth were counted as "departures".This method was
abandoned on the date mentioned, and a new method substituted
in its stead, under which only passengers who land at an Australian
port are counted as "arrivals" and only passengers who join vesselsAUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH 943
at an Australian port are counted as "departures".The previous
method unduly augmented Australian migration figures by the inclu-
sion of through passengers who did not join or leave vesselsat any
Australian port.Passengers who transship in Australia for New
Zealand or other countries are recorded both as arrivals and as
departures.
The subjoined data show that as a rule the passenger statistics of
the several Australian States (New South Wales, Victoria, South Austra-
ha, Western Australia, Tasmania), as a guide to the amount of migration,
are misleading in both the respects described above.
1.—COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
1.Statistics of Arrivals and Departures.
Three sources were utihised.The Statistical Abstract for the several
British Overseas Dominions and Protectorates publishes figures relating to
arrivals from and departures to the United Kingdom and all parts.
These figures will be found for 1904-17 in table II.Tables III and VI,
taken from the Quarterly Summary of Australian Statistics, may be re-
garded as completing the above figures for the later dates.The "ex-
peditionary forces" have been deducted but "crews" included.
The third source is the report entitled Shipping and Overseas Mi-
gration of the Commonwealth of Australia from which the figures in tables
IV and VII are derived.These tables include the military forces.For
19 16-24 they were supplemented by data on theof the migrants taken
from the Quarterly Summary. The figures of arrivals in the third source
are in substantial agreement with those of the other two, but its figures for
departures are lower. They cover only "recorded departures" and these
are understated to the extent of 14percent for males and 10 per cent
for females. (Shipping, etc., for 1914-15, pp. 86-87.)
Statistics of arrivals and departures f or the Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia are compiled by the Bureau of Census and Statistics from data
collected by the Department of Trade and Customs for the purpose of
estimating the population of Australia.
The Commonwealth Government has supplied data for totals and
sex classes in the annual "net immigration" of the whole Commonwealth
and the several States, covering the years 1860-19 19.These figures are
contained in the Year Book, but only for quinquennial periods.
For 1904-19 these Commonwealth figures agree with the differences
between the arrivals and departures.But for the earlier years there is
nothing to suggest the basis of the statistical data.The statistics for
the several States, most of which were collected at the Library of the
British Museum in London (see Victoria, Queensland, etc.), yielded in
every instance examined different "net immigration" figures. In the
Statistics of the State of Tasmania for 19 19-20 and 1922-23 the figures for
"net immigration" are not consistent with those supplied to us.
In reply to an enquiry on our part the Commonwealth Government
furnished the following explanation: Prior to 1904, the Migration re-944INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
turns for each State were prepared by the statisticians of the individual
States, each State being considered as a separate entity.There was no
co-ordination in this matter between the States.After the census of
Australia for 1911, which was the first census to be taken for the whole
of Australia under the supervision of a Commonwealth Department
(Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics), it was found necessary
to adjust the migration figures in order to build up from the results of
the census of 1901 to those of the census of 1911.
Interpretation of methods and of state returns offered special diffi-
culties.
Chinese.The first trace of Chinese immigration in Australia dates
from 1849, when 270 Chinese were introduced into New South Wales.
They appear in 1859 for the first time in the statistics of this Colony.
Most of the States soon passed restrictive laws.1After that was done,
only Chinese admitted under the law have been recorded in the statistics.
2. Statistics of Immigrants admitted.(Table V, p. 952).
•By the Commonwealth Constitution, the Parliament of the Com-
monwealth is empowered to make laws with respect to immigration and
emigration and since 1901 several laws have been enacted.These regu-
late immigration mainly by discriminating between entrants.
The Commonwealth Statistics commenced in 1902 and are com-
piled by the Department of Home and Territories in accordance with
the provisions of the Immigration Act, 1901-25.According to the
Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia (No. 18, 1925, p. 946)
they relate to "Australian citizens who have been abroad, and other per-
sons landing in Australia irrespective of the length of time which they
propose to stay.Certain persons, who are permitted to land (under
security for their subsequent departure) pending transshipment to
another country, are not included.The majority of the persons of
Asiatic or other non-European nationality shown in the table are former
residents of Australia who have returned from visits abroad, or are
persons who have been admitted temporarily under exemption cer-
tificates, for business, educational, or other purposes".
The Immigration Act, 1901-1925, does not require any statistical
record being kept of departures from Australia.Accordingly, the Year
Book contains no data about emigration, apart from "departures of per-
sons of non-European races" for 1920-24.
3. Assisted Immigration.
All available statistical data upon state-assisted immigration, a
form of particular importance in Australia, have been assembled for the
present volume. This form of immigration is explained as follows in the
Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia (No. 18, 1925, p. 944.)
'First Victoria: An Act to make Provisions for certain Immigrants, 1855, then, New
Sozdh Wales Chinese Immigration Restriction Act, 1867.The other Colomes followed
(Queensland, 1876; South Australia, 1886).In 1881, uniform restrictive legislation
was introduced, save in Tasmania, where an Act was passed in 1887.ThisActis still
in force.In the other Colonies, the legislation became more and more restrictive. The
Commonwealth Immigration Act of 1901 excluded all colored peoples.AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTII 945
"In the earlier days of settlement in Australia, State-assisted immi-
gration played an important part.Such assistance ceased for the time
being in Victoria in 1873, in South Australia in 1886, and in Tasmania in
1891.In New South Wales, general State-aided immigration was dis-
continued in the year 1887, but those who arrived under that system and
were still residing in New South Wales, might, under special regulations,
send for their wives and families. A certain amount of passage money,
graduated according to the age of the immigrant, had to be paid in each
case.Under the provisions of these regulations, immigrants to the
number of 1,994, received State assistance during the years 1888 to 1899
inclusive.Froni 1900 to 1905 no assistance of any kind was given, but
from 1906 onwards assistance has again been granted.In Queensland
and Western Australia, such assistance, although varying considerably in
volume from year to year, has been accorded for many years past.As-
sistance to immigrants, which in the case of Victoria had practically
ceased in 1873, has recently been again afforded.In South Australia the
principle of State assistance was again introduced in 1911, and in Tas-
mania in 1912."
For Victoria figures upon State-aided immigration have been found
down to 1882, and for South Australia to 1885.After the temporary sus-
pension of assisted passages, statiAtics on the subject once more began to
appear in 1906 for New South Wales, in 1911 for South Australia, and
in 1913 for all Australian States.For the Commonwealth, as a whole,
the annual figures began with 1908.
IINEW SOUTH WALES
All these migration figures refer to immigrants and emigrants by
sea.For the earlier years, to be sure, there is no statement to that effect,
but from 1863 onwards the figures indicate the number of immigrants
and emigrants who arrived and departed seaward.Attached to the
figures for 1869-84 is a note to the effect that no account was kept of the
number of persons who arrived or departed overland.Nevertheless, the
figures for 188 1-90 are somewhat lower than those published in the
Australian statistics for all Australian States.
The emigration figures for 1843-68 are taken from official returns
published by the Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, relating to increase
and decrease of population.They appear in our source under the head
of "Departures" from New South Wales, including the district of Port
Philip.After 1850 returns of this district are no longer included.For
1858 and 1860-68 the following note appears: "There is no means of as-
certaining the overland migration between New South Wales and Vic-
toria, or South Australia."
III. VICTORIA
AU figures refer to immigration and emigration by sea.In addition
to the above-cited passage, the one which follows, and in which figures
for immigration and emigration for 1886-1896 are given, relates to the
problem of continental emigration statistics:
In consequence of the migration returns being inflated by the
inclusion of persons passing through Victorian ports en route to946INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
other countries, the figures are misleading as a guide to the movement
of population between Victoria and other colonies and countries. The
net emigration balance of emigration over immigration to Western
Australia, for example, consists not only of Victorians, but also of emi-
grants bound for that Colony from New South Wales, Queensland,
Tasmania and New Zealand, in vessels which happen to callin on
their way at the Port of Melbourne. Hence this number may be
regarded as practically the net emigration from the whole of Eastern
Australia, including Tasmania and New Zealand.(Statistical Register
of Victoria, 1896, "Population," p.9.)
Again: In the (Statistical Register, 1911 "Population,"p. 29) we
find the following explanation:
From the beginning of 1903 the migration returns have been
amended and do not now include persons who merely call at the
port of the State on their way to other places.
IV. QUEENSLAND
The source from which table I has been taken declares that the figures
refer to the total number of immigrants arriving in Queensland "since the
commencement of immigration direct from Europe".
Table III and the following tables up to 1877 concern arrivals and
departures by sea.Figures in tables include also migration by
train across the border from 1888. From 1909 onward the figures are not
as recorded, but are the result of adjustments by the Commonwealth
statistician.
V. SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Table I, as well as the other tables up to 1887, gives arrrivals and
departures by sea. The figures in tables TI-V refer to passengers by rail
and by sea in 1888 to 1890; to passengers by sea, rail and River Murray
in 1891 to 1907; and to the total recorded immigration and emigration
from 1908, which means that continental migrations are included.In
some years, allowance is made for unrecorded departures (explanatory
note 2).The figures for 1882 to 1907 represent immigration and emigra-
tion to and from South Australia exclusive of the Northern Territory.
VI. WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Our source (Western Australia Year Book for 1902-04, published
1906, p. 1152) states that "from the first settlement of the Colony up to
the year 1837, there were no Blue Books issued, and the figures relating
to arrivals and departures were taken either from the reports of the
Harbour Master at Fremantle or from the Perth newspapers of that
period", and that the Blue Books for 1838-59 give only net immi-
gration.There is every reason to think that these statistics were based
on the same principle of arrivals and departures as in the other Colonies.
VII. TA5M.&nA
An examination of the statistical tables of this State conveys a
similar impression to that recorded in connection with the preceding
States.AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH 947
TABLE J.—Nzr IMMIGRATION (EXCESS OF ARRIVALS OvER DEPARTURES) OF THE COMMONWEALTH, BY
SEX AND STATES, 1860-1919.
Commonwealth New South Wales Victoria Year
Total MalesFemalesTotal MalesFemalesTotal MalesFemales
1860 23,949 13,48310,466 13,416lo;169 3,247 6,360 332 6,028
1861 —6,283—12,390 6.107 —522 —798 276 —11,409 —15,310 3,901
1862 8.299 99 8,200 —173—1,428 1,255 2,687—5,243 2,556
1863 22,321 7,02215,299 1,958 —658 2,616 2,114—4,158 6,212
1864 31,550 19,95111,599 2,710 873 1,837 13,304 8,332 4,972
1865 30,259 16,94813,311 7,589 4,995 2,594 4,334 508 3,826
1866 23,945 13,84610,099 10,072 .7,413 2,659 3,087 386 2,701
1867 7,552 3,739 3,813 6,206 3,770 2,436 825—1,125 1,950
1868 17,962 12,717 5,245 7,210 5.519 1,631 5,846 2,978 2,868
1869 15,044 .8571 6,413 5,703 3,985 1,718 10,028 5,595 4,433
1870 15,916 8,841 1,075 4,118 2,634 1,484 10,432 5,682 4,750
1871 11,682 7,031 4,651 4,976 3,585 1,391 5,061 2,243 2,818
1872 3,037 933 2,104 4,708 3,370 1,338 3,552—4,124 572
1873 11-368 7,008 4.360 4,809 3.065 1,744—2,219—1,940 —279
1874 17,121 11,020 6,101 7,617 5,183 2,434—2,278—2,220 —58
1875 18,454 1,4334 4,120 7,631 5,143 2,488—2,607—2,052 —555
1876 25,082 17,349 7,733 7,816 5,196 2,620—2,718—2,069 —649
1877 34.384 23,72810,656 15,575 10,438 5,137 277 —393 670
1878 21,602 J2,109 9,493 13,653 8,543 5,110—2,896—2,273 —623
1879 25,300 15,859 9,441 20,870 13,584 7,286—2,880—2,072 —808
1880 23,174 14.824 8,950 15,545 10,617 4.928 2,352 1,111 1,241
1881 28,528 20,901 7,627 18,426 13,843 4,583 517 345 172
1882 37,856 23,63314,223 15,492 9,714 5,778 5,687 3,294 2,393
1883 69,865 45,76124,104 26,963 17,255 9,708 5,153 4,184 969
1884 51,067 32,94518,122 24,079 14,924 9,155 7,979 5,426 2,553
1885 36,724 25,12711,597 24,903 15,260 9.643 8,450 6,676 1,774
1886 38,702 25,47813,224 17,954 9,479 8,475 18,007 12,589 5,418
1887 33,822 20,86412,958 7,301 3,675 3,626 14,721 9,689 5,032
1888 38,927 23,41715,510 5,566 4,026 1,540 35,385 21,977 13,408
1889 22,606 11,75410,852 7,351 3,594 3,757 8,894 3,598 5,296
1890 24,644 14,40410,240 14,393 8,571 5,822 9,224 4,041 5,183
1891 26,873 15,10711,766 16,723 8,991 7,732 4,770 1,944 2,826
1892 —3,122—1,445—1,677 4,356 1,765 2,591—11,605—8,036—3,559
1893 —7,379—4,421—2,958 —980—1,074 94 —12,621—8,438—4,183
1894 3,163 3,757—594 1,477 340 1,137—12,843—8,725—4,118
1895 2,857 2,662 195 —112—1,351. 1,239—14,549—9,931—4,612
1896 6,543 6,935—390—3,806—1,787—2,019 —22,290 —15,994—6,296
1897 6,995 4.116 2,879 242 1,434—1,192—13,928—7,355—6,573
1898 —507 —950 443 2,295 956 1,339—11,302—6,191—5,111
1899 —1,736—2,492 756 1,209 —327 1,536—8,170—5,066—3,104
1900 —8,810—8,554—256 —937—1,130 193 -—7,892—5,199—2,693
1901 2,959 2,478 481—6,104—5,029—1,675—1,417 —118—1,239
1902 —4,293—1,568 —2,725 5,299 5,515 —216 —15,953 —10,549—5,404
1903 —9,876—6,058 —3,818 3,711 3,730 41—17,463—10,851—6,606
1904 —2,983 —780 —2,203 6,968 5,768 1,200—14,504—9,654—4,850
1905 —2,600—1,249 —1,351 7,903 5,687 2,216 10,618 6,733—3,885
1906 —5,049—3,528 —1,521 7,761 5,572 2,189—6,196—4,652—1,544
1907 5,195 2,933 2,262 14,164 10,433 3,731—3,851 3,090 —761
1908 -5,437 3,287 2,150—4,052—3,301 —751 2,311 1,907 404
1909 21,783 15,266 6,517 2,004 —471 2,475 9,465 8,058 1,407
1910 29,912 20,041 9,871 670—1,076 1,746 7,681 7,177 504
1911 74,379 51,00123,372 26,775 18,956 7,819 20,675 13,757 6,918
1912 91,892 58,26633,631 53,037 35,547 17,490 23,453 12,084 11,369
1913 63,227 37,12426,101 26,828 15,421 10,407 12,367 1,449 4,918
1914' —8,226 —18,125 9,898 593—7,038 7,631 53—3,665 3,718
19152—84,410 —87,898 3,485 20,138 25,403 5,265 29,929 28,057—1,872
1916'—128,737 —127,214 —1,519 —40,632 —41,775 1,143—37,528 —36,687 —841
19172—17,822—17,689—138 485—2,259 2,744—6,081—4,438—1,643
1918' 23,359 21,713 1,640 10,031 9,305 126 3,765 5,075—1,310
19192 166.303156,559 9,75054,593 47,916 6,677 53,541 49,996 3,545
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TABLE 1.—NET (ExcEss OF ARRIVALS OVER J.EPARTURES) OF COMMONWEALTH, flY
SEX STATES, 1860-1919 (continued).
Queensland South Australia' Western Australia Year
Total MalesFemalesTotal MalesFemalesTotal MalesFemales
18450 3,778 2,638 1,140 —3-35 409 —794 130 —78 208
1861 5,388 3,612 1,176 1,641 1,296 345 262 248 14
1862 9,805 5,988 3,817 1,593 1,043 550 1,.340 1,015 325
1863 15,444 9,943 5,501 2,477 1,499 978 1,385 1,021 364
1864 .10,674 7,433 3,241 4,327 2,679 1,648 51.7 402 115
1865 11,544 7,055 4,489 6,225 3,753 2,472 661 527 134
1866 6,334 3.329 3,005 3,401. 1,836 1,565 606 499 107
1867 971 1,354—383 —134 —263 129 383 273 110
1868 4,718 4,276 442—1,038 —896 —142 759 575 184
1869 167 —422 589 274 145 129 —56 —161 105
1870 2,851 1,65.3 1,198—1,538—1,064 —474 7 —4 11
1871 3,051 1,818 1,233 —606 —218 —388 —116 —63 —53
.1872 3,435 2,299 1,136—1,025 —390 —635 —61 —34 —27
1813 7,951 4,652 3,299 1,381 1.113 268 —295 —216 —79
1874 10,826 7,275 3,551 2,299 1,512 787 114 76 38
1875 12,160 10,192 1,968 2,558 1,816 742 260 157 103
1876 9,644 7,766 1,878 9,810 6,037 3,773 136 68 68
1877 9,813 7,633 2,180 8,190 5,573 2,617 90 26 64
1878 1,508 —424 1,932 8,411 5,625 2,786 —107 —68 —39
1879 78 —509 587 6,634 4,233 2,401 —39 —11. —28
1880 641 —574 1,215 4,988 3,588 1,400 —1.29 —194 65
1881 5,909 3,980 1,929 2,882 .1,716 1,166 —1 81 —82
1882 16,236 10,812 5,424 —330 —691 361 201 163 38
1883 33,437 22,24511,192 3.077 1,432 1.645 572 426 146
1884 17,154 11,232 5,922 —18 263 —281 1,073 705 368
1885 9,657 6,598 3,059—7,693—4,702—2,991 1,813 1,326 487
1886 8,623 5,070 3,553—9,546—4.973—4.373 3,985 3,029 956
1887 11,222 6,468 4,754—3,559—1,870—1,689 2,361 1,722 639
1888 6,568 3,543 3,025—7,336—5,287—2,049 —851 ——535 —316
1889 6,054 3,100 2,954—1,631 286—1,967 863 646 217
1890 858 333 525—2,083—1,051—1,032 1,821 1,549 272
1891 —1,266 —655 —611 —738 —436 —302 3,758 2,964 794
1892 —356 25—381 3,842 2,863 979 4,475 3,534 941
1893 618 1,035 —417 3,377 2,036 1,341 5,187 4,532 635
1894 2,319 2,090 229—2,600—2,811 211 15,614 13,726 1,888
1895 3.351 2,593 758—3,410—3,145 —265 18,167 14,687 3,480
1896 1,269 735 534—5,866—4,236—1,630 35,539 27,281 8,238
1897 1699 1,756 —57—5,248—3,261-—1,987 22,301 10,445 11,856
1898 3,877 3,670 207—1,762 —484—1,278 4,131 —843 4,974
1899 3,699 3,062 637 —459 812—1,271 530 1,900 2,430
1900 —1,522'—1,128 -—'-394—2,531—1,070—1,461 6,495 1.970 4,525
1901 4,578 4,164 414—3,025—2,368 —657 10,435 6,504 3,9.31
1902 —2,493—1,431—1,062—7,014—5,158—1,856 14,963 9,076 5,887
1903 —787 180—967—4,576—3.282—1,294 8,864 4,166 4,698
1904 —1,625—961—664—3,046 —693—2,353 10,301 5,711 4,590
1905 —1,576—1,457—119—1,818 470—2,288 5,857 2,670 3,187
1906 —1,433—1,812 379—1,157 784—1,941 319 —602 921
1907 —2,110—1,362 '—748 1,675 543 1,132—5,414—3,893—1,521
1908 2,144 1,523 621 6,246 3,985 2,261 255 —10 265
1909 10,724 7,576 3,148 784 672 112 1,106 665 441
1910 10,746 6,366 4,380 7.445 4,606 2,839 6,312 4,551 1,761
1911 13.667 8,813 4,854 5,511 4,070 1,441 11,923 7,821 4,102
1912 3,813 2,271 1,542 5,812 4,086 1.726 6,344 3,645 2,699
1913 12,110 7,976 4,134 3,692 965 2,727 8.030 3,779 4,231
19142 4,837 3,376 1,461—4,868—3,181—1,687—4,007—4,277 270
19152 —9,336—9,399 63—9,015—10,201 1,186—11.451—10,779 —672
19162—19,439 —18,796—643 '—10,927—11,861 934 —15,261—14,111—1,130
19172 —3,734—3,805 51—2,092—2,278 186—5.155—3,961—1,194
19182 5,362 2,936 2,426 3,878 2,673 1,205 —928 492—1.420
19192 22,044 22,559—515 18,326 17,653 673 14,330 13,979 351
For reference notes see page 959.AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH 949
TABLE 1.—NET IMMIGRATION (EXCESS OF ARRIVALS OVER DEPARTURES) OF THE COMMONWEALTH. BY
SEX AND STATES, 1860-1919 (concluded).
— Tasmania
I NorthernTerritory' Federal Capital Territory
Total MalesFemalesTotal MalesFemalesTotal MalesFemales
650 13 637 . . .
1861 —1,643—1,438 —203
1862 —1,579—1,276 —303
1863 —1,057 —625 —432
1864 18 232 —214
1865 —94 110 —204
1866 445 383 62
1867 —699 —270 —429
1868 467 205 262
1869 —1,072 —571 —501
1870 46 —60 106
1871 —684 —334 —350
1872 —468 —188 —280
1873 —259 334 —593
1874 —1.457 —806 —651
1875 —1,548 —922 —626
1876 394 351 43
1877 439 451 —12
1878 1.033 706 327
1879 637 634 3
1880 371 276 101
1881 795 936 —141
1882 570 341 229
1883 663 219 444
1884 800 395 405
1885 —406 —31 —375
1886 —321 284 —605
1877 1.776 1,180 596
1888 —405 —307 —98
1889 1,125 530 595
1890 431 961 —530
1891 3,626 2,299 1,327
1892 —3,834—1,596—2,238
1893 —2,960—2,512 —448
1894 —804 —863 59
1895 —590 —125 —405
1896 1,699 936 763
1897 1,929 1,097 832
1898 2,254 1,942 312
1899 1,455 927 528
1900 —2,423—1,997 —426
1901 —783 —387 —396—125 —228 103
1902 1,046 1,066 —20—141 —87 —54
1903 510 219 291—195 —214 19
1904 —1,075 —914 —16.1—2 —37 35
1905 —2,195—1.755 —440—153 —131 —22
1906 —4,235—2,742—1,493—108 —76 —32
1907 833 380 433—102 —78 —24
1908 --—1,351 —137 —614—116 —80 —36
1909 -—2,212—1,247—1,025—28 13 —41
1910 -—-2,782—1.438—1,344—160 —145 —15
1911 -—4.388—2,444—1,944—40 —53 13 256 87 169
1912 —794 436—1,230 237 202 35 —10 —10
1913 —7 390 —397 192 145 47 15 1 14
19142-—5,071—3,555—1,516 310 277 33 —73 —61 —12
1915' -—4,997—4,426 —571 616 417 139 —160 —107 —53
19162-—5,519—4,383—1,136 230 190 40
1917'-—1,206 —861 —345 131 46 85 —150 —128 —22
1918! 1,360 1,403 —43—194 —242 48 85 77 8
1919' 3,906 4,720 —814—115 —96 —19 —322 —174 —148
For reference notes see page 939.950INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
TABLE IL—ARRIVALS FROM AND DEPARTURES TO THE UNITED KINGDOM AND ALL
- PouPs,1904-17.
Arrivals Departures -
Year From the From all To the To all
UnitedKingdom countries United Kingdom countries
1904 9,811 47,808 9,848 50,791
1905 10,594 47,904 9,633 50,504
1906 12,674 50,887 10,885 55,936
1907 17,194 68,638 11,796 63,443
1908 21,416 72,208 13,608 66,771
1909 29,959 83,609 14,076 61,826
1910 39,902 95,692 16,371 65,780
1911 71,650 141,909 19,172 67.448
1912 90,882 166,958 21,490 74,936
1913 76,082 141,906 25,775 78,533
45,700 111,086 25,759 84,620
19151 16,737 62,436 11,915 59,571
6,422 47,393 6,353 47,948
I 2,049 36,640 3,478 36,376





























































































































Egypt8 * * * * * 1,444 2,895
France 18 264 902 8891,2401,649 3,367


































































7,622 Crews discharged 9,95010,205
Grand total 34,77459,20097,56387,93893,51392,859103,667
For reference notes see page 959.AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH 951











































































































































































For referencenotes see page 959.952 .INTERNATIONALMIGRATION STATISTICS
TABLE V.DISTRIBXJTtON OP ARRIVALS, BY NATIONALITY,1902-24.
Nationality 1902 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909
European:
Austrian . 647 809 930 683 691 651 736 895
Belgian . 14 20 20 25 33 64 45 35
British .35,330 35,061 39,026 39,975 47,396 60,172 64.374 71,201
Danish 52 94 103 125 259 280 227 272
Dutch 45 30 26 43 91 94 120 187
French 1,011 1,390 2,076 1,402 1,685 1,546 1 347
German 1,1621,028 823 926 1,339 1,909 1,911 2109
Greek 268 210 194 121 240 202 296 327
Italian 1,181 793 814 734 839 992 902 1,078
Maltese ........ . .. .............
Polish 9 8 8 13 5 6 22 24
Portuguese 4 5 ... 2 3 6 3 10
Rumanian 10 ... ... ... ... ... 12 1.1
Russian 100 148 122 157 293 388 349 466
Scandinavian 221 382 320 281 776 1,173 823 891
Spanish 32 53 27 35 32 86 57
Swiss 53 20 79 63 68 78 78 131
Turkish 12 13 .. . 3 8 6 4 14
Other European 1,121 ... 7 17 18 29 112 16
American:
North American 471. 561 563 603 867 889 687 692
South American 6 6 ... ... 12 .15 10 14
American Indian ... ... ... ... ... .
FrenchCreole I . .. .. . .. .. . ... .. .
Negro 7 10 13 16 4 9 4 6
West Indian 8 10 6 4... 13 23 6
Asiatic:
Arab 1 ... ... 3 ... 8 3 1
Afghan 9 . .. ... 7 3 15 3
Chinese 1,336 986 847 1,269 1,134 1,424 1,771 1,729
Burmese I ... .. . ... . .. .. ... 1
Cingales 15 10 9 15 6 12 10 10
Eurasian 2 2 ... ... ... ... ... 6
Filipino 99 37 54 75 120 57 27 37
Chaldean 2 ... ... ... ...
Hindu 72 50 461 146 75 129 74 130
East Indian .,. 1 ... ... ...
Japanese 521 559 461 251 356 521 355 509
Kurd 3 ... ... .. ... ... ...
javanese 3 ... 75 62 32 1 ... 32
Malay 321 526 469 289 436 370 230 309
Syrian 47 44 39 51 66 58 45 73
Timorese ... ... ... ... ... .. .
Other Races:
Maori .,. I . .. 1 2 8 48 108
Mauritian 6 ... . .. ... . .. ... 3 3
Pacific Islander 1,177 1,098 193 98 156 121 89 94
Papuan 93 145 .552 415 368 493 430 439
St. Helena Black I ... . .. ... .. . ... 1 i
Unspecified 25 20 20 33 32 30 14 31
Total 45,50144,13048,33747,94357,6467.1,98875,66083,324AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH 953
TABLE V.—DISTRIBUTION OP ARRIVALS,BYNATIONALITY, 1910-24 (continued).
Nationality 1911) 1911 1912 1913 1914
European:
Austrian 816 1,184 855 194 676
Belgian 50 84 95 63 63 105 69 35
British 81,457124061146,602122,44393,13660,50550,48945,988
Danish 269 393 371 444 478 305 173 137
Dutch 175 307 435 288 287 182 156 194
French 1,160 1,166 1,238 1,491 1,187 .595 516 676
German 2,449 2,517 3,501 3,155 3.395 3907
Greek 380 583 736 480 772 361 160 265
Italian 883 1,365 1,632 1,963 1,642 (345 179 93
Maltese .. .. 41 122 193 464 57 173 212
Polish 11 34 17 7 12 2 ..,. 1
Portuguese 3 6 9 25 12 1 .... 1
Rumanian 3 13 24 9 34 6 8 13
Russian 735 994 1,159 1.334 1,446 716 497 341
Scandinavian 1,210 1,384 1,303 1,285 1,489 1,202 786 552
Spanish 49 128 118 116 169 206 51 37
Swiss 109 130 209 202 220 64 40 21
Turkish 10 10 6 5 19 1 1
OtherEuropean 22 27 579 5 165P 13 7 1
American:
NorthAmerican 746 91.4 1,386 1,713 1,5291,066 1,050 870
South American 13 17 37 14 31 5 16 24
American Indian .... 31 9.... 1 1
French Creole . .,. ,... ... .... ,. .. .... ... .
Negro 14 13 47 7 23 9 8 9
Westlndiap 13 11 8 1 3 2 9 1
Asiatic:
Arab 1 1 18 14 19 2 6
Afghan 2 1417' 7 2 3
Chinese 1,817 2,009 2,2502,286 1.9752,287 2,289 2,016
Burmese . ... .... .,.. 1 1 1 .... .
Cingalese 14 4 17 8 9 6 18 11
Eurasian 14 7 13 2 .... .... .... .
Filipino 66 17 13 12 4 15 15 15
Chaldean .... ....,...............
Hindu 156 188 157 187 305 144 133Ill
East [ndian .... .... ........ ,. ..... . .. .
Japanese 610 459 698 822 387 423 1,089 888
Kurd .... ............ .. ......
javarese 4 12 6 3 20 3 4 20
Malay 304 479 326 303 291 285 254 190
Syrian 95 104 75 31 19 5 14 13
Timorese .... .... .... .... .... .... . ..
OtherRaces:
Maori 62 31 32 41 21 16 6 2
Mauritian 4 9 2 7 1...
PacificIslander 54 69 92 105 101 37 59 40
Papuan 622 139 196 171 189 185 178 132
St. Helena Black .... .... ...........
Unspecified 141 65W 10210 214W 104'° 58'° 225'° 63
Total 94,543139,020163,990140,251110.70170,43659,14053,036
For reference notes see page 959.954INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
TABLE V.—DIsTRIBurIoN OF ARRIVALS, nY NATIO7'ALITY, 1910.1924
Nalionality 1919' 19204 1921 1922 1923 1924
European;
Austrian 37 227 3 5 8 2 9
Belgian 35 31 90 73 72 84 69
British 27,614 53,281 84,333 76,518 84,263 85,440 88,335
Danish 110 124 189 201 179 172 189
Dutch 163 526 699 321 233 219 248
French 571 815 785 529 325 378 660
German 547 115 76 86 130 195
Greek 288 93 131 258 472 922 2,028
Italian 24 116 63t 1,278 3,367 1,739 4,540
Maltese 14 47 88 132 373 323 418
Polish 3 2 27 51 45 58 111
Portuguese 8 9 9 8 2 4
Rumanian 9 6 10 9 14 14 23
Russian 199 142 121 100 116 256 312
Scandinavian 493 448 437 487 361 491 383
Spanish 23 37 37 83 51 85 108
Swiss 39 30 90 149 169 160 277
Turkish ... V ... . . 4 2
Other European ... 106 197 344 33911 - 58712 2,735's
American:
NorthAmerican 749 1,102 1,698 1,577 1,372 1,470 1,400
SouthAmerican 12 8 16 35 14 13 27
American Indian ... ... 6 ...
FrenchCreole ... . .. .. ... ... ..
Negro 2 5 5 6 5 13 11
West Indian 3 5 ... 7 3 6 2
Asiatic?
Arab ... ... ..- ...
Afghan ... .., 2 4 5 3 16
Chinese 1,723 1,495 1,753 1,833 1,964 1,974 1,917
Burmese ... ... ... . ..
Cingalese 2 1 12 19 12 12 5
Eurasian ... ... ... ...
Filipino 10 18 10 13 10 25 15
Chaldean ... ... ... ...
Hindu 102 203 241 163 213 129 169
East Indian ... ... ... ...
Japanese 431 521 345 282 390 222 240
Kurd ... ... ... ...
javanese 21 27 12 6 8 4 1
Malay 65 320 207 44 39 29 23
Syrian 1 6 56 39 79 147 288
Timorese ... ... 282 34 371 243 .316
OtherRaces:
Maori I ... 1 . .. ... .
Mauritian ... ... 5 ...
PacificIslander 43 24 47 46 47 43 50
Papuan 133 135 30 170 368 282 365
St.HelenaBlack ... ... ... ...
Unspecified 85 44 39 44 86
Total 33,018 59,980 92,805 84,944 95,618 95,725105,571
For reference notes see page 959.AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH
For reference notes see page 959.
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Hindu 227 338 194 157 149
Japanese 554 626 359 436 366
Javanese 24 8 4 2 3
Malay 144 209 79 92 43













Total 3,511 4,600 3,213 3,656 3,321
For reference notes see page 959.AUSTRALIAN COMMONWE ALTH
TABLE IX.—ASsISTED IMMIGRANTS ARRIVING IN EACH STATE, 1913-24.
957



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Official Year-Book of the Commonwealth of Australia.Melbourne, 1908-25.
Tables V and VIII.
Q'uarterly Summary of Australian Statistics, (Commonwealth Bureau of Census and
Statistics.)Melbourne, 1920-25.
Tables III and VI, IV and VII (years 1916-24).
Shipping and Overseas Migration of the Commonwealth of Australia for 1909 to 1915-
16, Melbourne.
Tables IV and VII (years 1904-15).
Statistical Abstract for the several British Overseas Dominions and Protectorales.
London, 1914, 1922, 1924.
Table II.
Information supplied by the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics.
Melbourne.
Table I.
Labor Report of the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Melbourne,
1913-14, 1914-15, and 1916-24.
Tables IX, X, XI.
NOTES
'Northern Territory figures prior to 1901 included with South Australia.
2Exieditionary forces included.
'Jervis Bay transferred to Federal Capital Territory in 1916.
forces excluded.
to 1923 included with "Other British Possessions".
6First six months only.The practice of recording crews has been discontinued since July 1. 1922.
7Principally prisoners of war and their families.
8Bul.garians.
9lncluding 162 Bulgarians.
'°A large percentage of these immigrants were Timorese.
Illncluding 110 Finns and 125 Yugoslavs.
"Including 154 Finns and 240 Yugoslavs.
'3lncluding 374 Finns and 1,933 Yugoslavs.
"Recorded departures only.
of Victoria.NEW SOUTHWALES
TABLE 1.—ARRIVALS BY SEA, BY SEX AND AGE, 1825-28 1829-97.
Adults Year Total —________________________________
Total Males Females Total Males Females
Nov.1,1 825
to Nov. 1, 547 285 262 4,126 2,561 1,565
1828k
1829 564 145 * * 419 306 113
1830 309 73 * * 236 166 70
1831 457 174 * * 283 185 98
1832 2,006 481 * * 1,525 819 706
1833 2,685 701 * * 1,984 838 1,146
1834 1,564 397
1' * 1,167 574 596
1835 1,428 233 * * 1,195 551 644
1836 1,721 290 * * 1,331 624 807
1837 3,477 1,312 * * 2,165 1,125 1,040
1838 7,430 2,627 * 4,803 2,692 2,111
1839 9,835 2,528 * * 7,307 3,981, 3,326
1840 6,522 1,313 * * 5.209 2,859 2,350
1841 13,786 3,190 * * 10,596 5,393 5,203
1842 6,605 1,622 * 4,983 2,737 2,246
1843 967 145 * * 822 559 263
1844 3,211 1.004 * 2,207 1,186 1,021
1845 958 274 * 684 381 303
1846 402 75 33 42 327 210 117
1847 515 103 56 47 412 . 258 154
1848 5,027 1,353 735 618 3,674 1,898 1,776
1849 9,801 2,603 1,332 1,271 7,198 3,316 3,882
1850 4,637 781 382 399 3,856 1,453 2,403
1851 2,602 559 288 271 2,043 1,131 912
1852 8,762 2,015 1,049 966 6,747 4,112 2,635
1853 13,767 3,823 1,777 2,046 9,944 4,402 5,542
1854 10,002 2,495 1,199 1,296 7,507 4,125 3,382
1855 17,683 4.553 2,285 2,268 13,130 6,750 6,380
1856 16,001 4,651 2,445 2,206 11,350 5,691 5,659
1857 15,578 2.628 1,347 1,281 12,950 8,538 4,412
1858 24,739 3,452 1,686 1,766 21,28P 14,418 6,869
15,496 1,786 1,008 778 10,688 7,169 3,519
18601 23,031 1,638 915 723 44,435 41,090 3,345
13,421 1,106 617 489 9.741 7,261 2,480
18624 15,205 1,682 912 770 12,493 9,289 3,204
18636 5,636 997 494 503 4,639 2,461 2,178
1864k 5,176 781 382 399 4,395 2,429 1,966
18656 3,358 527 266 261 2,831 1,435 1,396
18666 1,852 257 143 114 1,595 833 762
18676 2,179 319 183 136 1,860 932 928
1868k 1,223 179 92 87 1,044 576 468
1869' 19,756 2,125 1,136 1,049 17,283 13,581 3,702
18701 18,621 2,270 1,184 1,086 16,321 12,531 3,790
1871' 19,820 2,291 1,123 1,166 17,103 13,205 3,898
1872' 24,107 2,483 1,320 1,163 21,395 17,001 4.394
1873' 24,022 3,122 1,603 1,319 20,494 15,623 4,871
1874' 29,756 3,450 1,847 1,603 25,441 19,669 5,772
1875' 30,967 3.894 2,168 1,726 26,448 20,210 6,238
1876' 32,942 4,216 2,364 1,852 28,030 21,256 6,774
1877' 38,628 5,459 2,895 2,564 32,285 23,638 8,647
1878' 39,879 5,333 2,872 2,481 32,041 22,860 9,181
1879' 44,501 6,115 3,137 2,978 36,407 25,738 10,669
1880' 45,870 5,535 2,932 2,603 37,393 26,894 10,499
1881' 47,723 5,776 3,016 2,760 37,482 26,712 10,770
1882' 47,289 6,333 3,264 3,069 39,949 28,416 11,333
1883' 67,206 9,194 4,661 4,533 56,076 39,946 16,130
1884 69,145 6,899 62,246 44,667 17,579
1885 72,807 7,885 64.922 46,570 18,352
1886 68,904 5,535 63,369 45,035 18,334
1887 63,418 4,413 59,005 43,769 15,236
1888 60,176 4,435 55,741 40,295 15,446
1889 60,782 4,855 55,927 39,208 16,719
1890 67,516 5,285 62.231 43,124 49,107
1891 69,919 6,082 63,837 44,519 19,318
1892 62,197 4,902 57,295 39,538 17,757
1893 66,909 3,770 61,139 42,536 18,603
1894 75,588 6,848 2,815 4,033 68,740 46,917 21,823
1895 76,051 6,994 2,875 4,119 69,057 46,338 22,719
1896 62,633 6,127 2,519 3,608 56,506 38,164 18,342
1897 67,016 6,105 2,510 3,595 60,911 42,270 18,641
For referencenotessee page 969.
960NEW SOUTHWALES
TABLE 11.—ARRIVALS BY SEA, CLASSIFIED BY SEX. 18984920.
For reference notes see page 969.
961










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE IV.—DEPARTURES BY SEA, CLASSIFIED BY SEX,
Year Total MalesFemalesYear Total MalesFemales
1843 4,730 3,485 1,245 18814 24,825 16,325 7.371
1844 5,052 3,936 1,116 27,972 19,230 7,858
1845 4,183 3,266 917 34,396 22,884 10,1.10
1884 43,595 * *
1846 4,514 3,467 747 1885 46.275 * *
1847 4,474 3,312 1,162
1848 4,731 3,334 1,217 1886 49,030 * *
1849 * 1887 54,220 * *
1830 3,257 3,699 1,558 1888 54,901 * *
1889 50,318 * *
1831 * 1890 53,880 * *
1852 16,393 14,277 2,116
1853 * 1891 52,073 * *
1854 * 1892 52,687 * *
1855 10,212 7,546 2,666 1893 58,850 * *
1894 71,773 48,492 23,281
1856 6,500 4,694 1,806 1895 72,128 48,331 23,797
1857 .
1858 8,889 7,294 1,595 1896 67,887 44,429 23,458
1895 6,309 4,693 1,616 1897 65,611 43,039 22,572
1860 6,847 5,368 1,479 1898 71,398 46,945 24,453
1899 71,563 47,817 23,746
186110 9,900 7,794 2,106 1900 67,190 45,259 21,931
1862 15,079 11,965 3,114
1863 13,796 11,033 2,763 1901 69,500 44,332 25,168
1864 17,448 13,582 3,866 1902 67,400 43,431 23,969
1863 18,134 14,096 4,058 1903 63,626 39,529 24,097
1904 67,549 44,240 23.309
1866 13,093 11,312 3,781 1905 69,606 44,739 24,867
1867 13,450 10,038 3,412
1868 18,679 15,279 3,400 1906 75,421 47,797 27,624
13,717 9,740 3,403 1907 90,748 59,731 31,017
14,206 9,874 3,807 1908 93,321 60,474 33,047
1909 92,504 59,729 32,775
12,974 8,939 3,572 1910 96,514 62,093 34,421
16,881 12,258 4,026
16,770 11,936 4,434 1911 108,011 68,638 39,373
19,279 13,631 4,715 1912 1.19,496 77,147 42,349
20,350 13,915 5,226 1913 119,485 76,443 43,042
19146139,645 93,513 46,1.32
21,923 15,251 5,732 19156 137,179 100.945 36,234
20,174 13,888 5,796
22,913 15,100 6,253 19166145,420 109,544 35,876
20,695 14,068 6,070 19176 85,761 60,800 24,961
26,559 17,882 7,801 19186 65,289 47,513 17,776
60,695 42,017 18,678
96,136 58,478 37,658
For reference notes see page 969.964INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
TABLE EY SEA, CLASSIFIED BY SI3X AND AGE, 1843, 1869-97.
Children Adults
Year Total Total. MalesFemalesTotal Males Females
1843 4,730 632 327 305 4,098 3,158 940
1869 13,717 1,334 791 543 11,809 8,949. 2,860
1870 14,206 1,690 961 729 11,991 8,913 3,078
1871 12,974 1,515 867 648 10,996 8,072 2,924
1872 16,881 1,485 851 634 14,799 11,407 3,392
1873 16,770 1,734 1,051 683 14,636 10,885 3,751
1874 19,279 1,841 1,123 718 16,505 12,508 3,997
1875 20,350 1,992 1,167 825 17,149 12,748 4,401
1876 21,923 1,949 1,162 787 19,034 14,089 4,945
1877 20,174 1,626 980 646 18,058 12,908 5,150
1.878 22,913 2,269 1,409 860 19,084 13,691 5,393
1879 20,695 1,870 1,215 655 18,268 12,853 5,415
1880 26,559 2,359 1,612 747 23,324 16.270 7,054
1881 24,825 2,091 1,424 667 21,805 15,101 6,704
1882 27,972 2,325 1,547 778 24.763 16,783 7,080
1883 34,396 3,110 1.845 1,265 29.884 21,039 8,845
1884 43,595 3,599 * * 39,996 29,311 10,685
1885 46,275 3,707
.* 42,568 31,060 11,508
1886 49,030 2,736 * * 46,294 34,453 11,841
1887 54,220 3,619 * * 50,601 38,162 12,439
1888 54,901 4,070 * * 50,831 36,278 14,553
1889 50,318 3,753 * * 46,565 32,535 14,030
1.890 53,880 4,043 * * 49,837 34,302 15,535
1891 52,073 3,684 * * 48,389 .33,877 14,512
1892 52,687 4,020 * * 48,667 33,839 14,828
1893 58,850 4,548 * * 54,302 37,923 16,379
1894 65,976 5,624 * * 60,352 41,060 19,292
1895 66,334 6,038 * * 60,296 40,747 19,549
1896 62,516 6,809 * * 55,707 36,941 18,766








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VJI._CrnNEsEtt IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION, 1859-1919.
Year ImmigrantsEmigrants Year ImmigrantsEmigrants
185Q 3,022 450 1890 15 637
1860 6,958 1,098
1891 17 581
1861 2,574 893 1892 21 755
1862 1,030 1,118 1893 34 558
1863 .... 633 1894 76 627
1864 1,044 1895 94 413
1855 832
1896 99 450
1866 913 1897 34 428
1867 .... 852 1898 32 419
1868 123 548 1899 36 449
1869 288 574 1900 75 379
1870 30 525
1901 71 342
1871 426 463 1902 56 425
1872 229 597 1903 62 676
1873 406 400 1904 176 702
1874 865 933 1905 392 948
1875 625 1,209
I 1906 364 818
1876 696 940 1907 375 928
1877 884 490, 1908 497 883
1878 2,485 1,560 1909 562 900
1879 1,979 557 1910 502 807
1880 2,942 876
1911 753 844
1881 4,465 929 1912 887 1,052
1882 1,007 884 1913 1,000 1,131
1883 1,936 1,402 1914 957 1,996
1884 2,191 1,038 1915 1,135 1,235
1885 2,929 1,726
1916 1,141 1,203
1886 3,092 1,883 1917 923 797
1887 4,436 2,773 1918 883 704
188812 1,848 1,562 1919 786 791
1889 7 941
For reference notes see page 969.NEW SOUTH WALES 967
TABLE VIII. —IMMIGRANTS AT PUBLIC EXPENSE AND ASSISTED BY




1832 792 - 197 140 455 595
1833 1,253 348 177 728 905
1834 484 . 133 52 299 351
1835 545 86 33 426 459
1836 808 140 73 593 668
1837 2,664 1,136 688 840 1,528
1838 6,102 ... * .... 2,501 1,928 1,673 3,601
1839 7,852 1,134 1,043 2,177 2,911 2,764 5,675
1840 5,216 561 589 1,150 2,029 2,037 4,066
1841 12,188 1,462 1,374 2,836 4,552 4,800 9,352
1842 5,071 633 620 1,253 1,931 1,887 3,818
1843
1844 2,726 469 467 936 891 899 1,790
1845 497 69 77 146 173 178 351
1846
1847
1848 4,376 671 578 1,249 1,514 1,613 3,127
1849 8,309 1,110 1,071 2,181 2,637 3,491 6,128
1850 4,078 331 342 673 1,182 2,223 3,405
1851 1,846 207 210 417 742 687 1,429
1832 4,981 763 673 1,436 1,635 1,910 3,345
1853 10,412 1,373 1,629 3,002 2,706 4,704 7,410
1854 7,309 863 913 1,776 2,816 2,717 5,533
1855 14,567 1,837 1 800 3,637 5,441 5,489 10,930
1856 7,210 785 770 1,555 2,884 2,771 5,655
1857 10,205 1,128 1,075 2,203 4,415 3,587 8,002
1858 6.916 641 682 1,323 2,860 2,733 5,593
1859 5,114 467 426 893 2,122 2,099 4,221
1860 3,089 245 258 503 1,351 1,235 2,586
1861 1,589 101 99 200 794 595 1,389
1862 2,631 214 198 412 1,172 1,047 2,219
1863 4,633 391 404 795 1,966 1,872 3,838
1864 3,977 289 315 604 1,701 1,672 3,373
1865 2,717 213 217 430 1,073 1,214 2,287
1866 1,204 92 68 160 501 543 1,044
1867 944 66 38 124 385 435 820
1868 470 41 31 72 183 215 398
1869 t47 .. .. 22 23 47
1870..... .
1871 357 15 15 30 28 299 327
1872 326 16 14 30 25 271 296
1873 140 3 5 8 13 119 132
1874 1,080 109 133 242 427 411 838
1873 973 135 119 254 395 324 719
LI968INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
TABLE AT THE PUBLIC EXPENSE AND ASSISTED IMMIGRANTS, BY
SEX AND AGE, 1832-99 (continued).
Children Adults
Year Total MalesFemalesTotal MalesFemales Total
1876 1,463 208-184 392 642 429 1,071
1877 6,018 743 756 1,499 2,892 1,627 4,519
1878 5,190 699 646 1,345 2,091 1,754 3,845
1879 5,731 840 844 1,684 1,906 2,141 4,047
1880 3,134 414 375 789 1,150 1,195 2,345
1881 2,577 327, 292 619 929 1,029 1,958
1882 3,233 509 524 1,033 1,209 991 2,200
1883 8,369 1,154 1,127 2,281 3,370 2,718 6,088
1884 7,568 1,095 1,082 2,177 2,785 2,606 5,391
1885 5,554 736 736 1,472 1,871 2,211 4,082
1886 4,081 572 560 1,132 1,044 1,905 2,949
1887 1,362 286 258 544 131 687 818
1888 528 149 131 280 58 190 248
1889 431 104 115 219 44 168 212
1890 376 110 79 189 55 132 187
1891 190 45 38 83 26 81 107
1892 179 40 41 81 25 73 98
1893 120 23 31 54 19 47 66
1894 67 18 8 26 13 28 41
1895 37 12 7 19 2 16 18
1896 17 3 3 6 8 3 11
1897 3.5 8 10 18 6 11 17
1898 5 2 2 1 2 3
1899 9 1 1 2 3 4 7























1908 3,048 . ... .... 1917 256 68 188

























1913 9,860 4,180 5,680 1922 7,087 4,009 3,078




Accounts and Papers, 1839 (10), XXXIX, p. 381, London.(Figures extracted from
Blue-Book for 1837.)
Table I (years 1829-31).
Votes and Proceedings of Legislative Council of New South Wales, 1844 to 1869.
Tables I (years 1832-52); IV, V and VII(years1843-68).
Statistical Register for New South Wales for 1861 to 1923-24, Sydney.
Tables I (years 1852-97); VIII (years 1852-99); IV, V and VII (years
18694920); II, III, VT, and IX.
NOTES
'The sources do not make it possible to indicate the age limit with any certainty.For the period 1825-
58 children under 12 are recorded and for 1832-52 children under 14.For the succeeding years there are
decennial divisions. As occasionally the years overlap in the tables we learn that the figures are continua-
tions of those for 1832-52. No age limit is indicated for children; but in a later tabulation of Assisted
Immigrants for 1860 we find the description "Children tinder 12 years".(Statistical Register for New
South Wales for 1889, p. 189.)
2NOt including immigration of convicts, which was from Nov 1, 1825-Nov. 1, 1828, as follows:
Males Females Total
1825 1.75 58 233
1826 1,715 100 1,815
1827 2,085 502 2,587
1828 2,156 293 2,449
Total 6,131 7,084
un this number are included immigrants from the adjacent Colonies and Port Curtis.
The Chinese migrants are always included in the totals, hut for 1859-62(immigration) and 1869-
83 (immigration and emigration) they are not included in the figures indicating sex and age.See also
table VII (Chinese immigration and emigration).
4The figures for 1863-68 are for immigrants from the United Kingdom. The total number of persons
arriving in the colony was in 1867 19,972 and in 1868, 26,564 (21.903 males including Chinese and 4,661
females). These numbers include intercolonial as well as foreign arrivals.








6T1,ese figures are included in tables II and IV (immigration and emigration by sex), but not in table
III and VI (immigration and emigration by countries).
'For 1900-13, China and India.
prior to 1916 were included as immigrants. After June 30, 1922, crews were not recorded
separately.
RAfter 1894, includes allowances for those unrecorded.
'°'Jndetected departures 9,874 as revealed by census taken April 7, 1861.
"Chinese by race but not necessarily by nationality.
I2SepIntroducton.970INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
QUEENSLAND
TABLE OF IMMIGRANTS FROM HIXTRA-AETSTRA.LASIAN COUNTRIES,


























TABLE 11.—DISTRIBUTION OF IMMIGRANTS FROM EUROPE, BY SEX, AGE AND NATIONALITY, FROM THE
















































































































































TABLE IT.I.-----ARRIVAL5 AND DEPARTURES BY SEA,



























































































































For reference notes see page 978.972INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS





186212,252 8,0154,237 1,2531,087 6,7623,150
186317,45011,6025,848 .. 1,9101,635 9,6924,213
186417,00912,2914,718 998 87911,2933,839
186522,85515,9196,936 1,7541,53214,1655,404
186616,389 * * * * * *
1867 917' 1,3421 425' * * * *
186813,38212,0221,360 * * * *
1869 6,701 4,9541,747 .. 348 281 4,6061,466
1870 7,997 5,9472,050 472 340 5,4751,710
1871 9,238 6,8802,358 .... ... ...
187210,335 7,8832,452 ......., ...
187315,14110,2164,925 . ........ ...
187420,95115,4585,493 .. 1,5491,25413,9094,239
187524,80920,6314,178 . .. 962 71219,6693,466
187621,83117,7004,131 110 93 978 65816,6123,380
187722,39618,2234,373 111 114 920 68417,1923,575
187816,13911,3074,832 127 128 995 84110,1853,863
187913,82810,1023,726 40 57 597 486 9,4653,183
188013,396 9,3614,035 58 47 597 426 8,7063,562
188116,22311,3544,669 .57 55 792 63010,7053,984
188227,00018,6228,378 237 207 1,3941,27316,7916,898
188346,33031,82714,503546 508 3,3953,00227,88610,993
188436,88325,63811,245407 317 2,2671,93522,9648,993
188534,33424,08710,247 195 161 1,7791,45222,1138,634
188634,10124,5559,546 253 196 1,7601,44122,5427,909
188732,39322,38510,008 297 278 1,9001,61220,1888,118
188834,86424,33010,534288 227 1,7121,54222,3308,765
188935,60624,71310,893 238 199 1,5051,30122,9709,393
189033,00523,3349,671 185 131 1,4051,05221,7448,488
189128,08219,5368,546 162 109 1,075 87118,2997,566
189223,61116,3917,220 196 129 907 80415,2886,287
189322,00715,7716,236 184 99 905 74114,6825,396
189425,24717,7497,498 189 132 1,094 96016,4666,406
1895.30,06620,6949,372 221 146 1.3921,28419,0817,942
189627,72318,7658,958 171 101 1,3841,11417,2107,743
189729,11020,5368,574 169 126 1,167 99119,2007,457
189834,24323,99910,244 232 164 1,5201,32522,2478,755
189939,91627,75112,165 287 334 1,8931,69125,57110,140
190036,34825,05311,293 207 278 1,7231,70723,1239,310
190141,99829,64112,357 190 247 1,7211,88627,73010,224
190234,08223,81710,265 81 89 1,3431,49922,3938,677
190334,32924,28910,040 67 35 1,0931,08723,1298,918
190439,87328,09311,780 64 59 1,2361,37926,79310,342
190540,23227,48012,752 81 56 1,6451,70825,75410,988
190647,67731,64916,028190 131 2,1792,30429,28013,593
190761 92742 12019,807336 182 2,9032,87738,88116,748
TABLEV.—DIsTRIBUTI0N OF ARRiVALS, BY SEX, 1908-23.
Year Total MalesFemales Year Total MalesFemales
1908 70,80447,785 23,019 130,52881,334 49,194
1909 79,54053,816 25,724 123,24375,123 48,120
1910 86,26457,284 28,980 110,87869,040 41,838
1911 109,72073,240 36,480 79,00556,786 22,219
1912 102,43667,374 35,062 1920 Z9,29952,05037,249
1913 109,31072,354 36,776 1921 84,36449,090 35,274
1914 120,54478,178 42,366 1922 85,53351,022 34,511
1915 82,78448,219 1923 89,23754,040 35,197























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VJL—DJSTRTBUTION OF DEPARTURES, BY SEX, 1908-23.
Year Total MalesFemales Year Total MalesFemales
190f 67,528-45,740 21,788 151,860102,102 49,758
1909 69,44146,906 22,535 118,138 74;771 43,367
1910 76,05851,506 24,552 1918k 104,74966,455 38,294
1911 97,36066,024 31,536 1919 58,86236,202 22,660
1912 100,59467,118 33,476 1920 89,09953,406 35,693
1913 99,06366,518 32,545 1921 81,80248,936 32,866
117,55576,754 40,801 1922 80,17647,980 32,196
140,44792,373 48,074 1923 80,30448,933 31,331
TABLE VIII. —DTSTRHWTI0N OF DEPARTURES, BY SEX AND AGE, 1862-1907.
Infants Children2 Adults3
TotalMales FemaleE
Mates FemalesMales Females MalesFemales
1862 2,447 2,027 420... 99 56 1,928 364
1863 3,761 3,068 693 ... 138 108 2,930 585
1864 6,0504,9261,124 111 152 4,815 972
186510,886 8,9281,958 197 203 $8,7311,755
1866 9,757 * * * * * *
1867 * * * . . * * * *
1868 9,093 7,8871,208
. * * * *
1869 7,124 5,4891,633 . 396 290 5,0931,345
1870 5,587 4,3841,203 .. . . 297 191 4,0871,012
1871 5,8794,6501,229 ..
1872 5,2574,269 988 ... ....
1873 5,474 4,2531,221 . ... . ........
1874 7,713 6,2551,458 324 245 5,9311,213
1875 9,640 7,9801,660 .. . 344 203 7,6361,457
1876 9,695 7,9801,715 5 9 363 230 7,6121,476
187710,408 8,7281,680 7 6 337 229 8,3841,445
187811,890 9,6682,222 3 5 475 326 9,190 1,891
187911,150 8,7452,405 7 3 308 290 8,2302,112
188010,349 8,1882,161 1 4 407 231 7,7801,926
1881 9,209 7,0002,209 3 2 433 266 6,5641,941
1882 9,957 7,5312,426 12 10 428 255 7,0912,161
188311,959 9,2402,719 37 23 488 300 8,7152,396
1884 18,26313,8924,371 90 50 659 46713,1433,854
188522,76816,8635,903 72 58 825 58815,9685,257
188620,91116,2874,624 96 75 698 40015,4934,149
188716,41412,4783,936 114 67 627 46211,7373,407
188823,05917,0635,996 170 110 725 54716,1685,339
188924,68018,1416,539 146 112 877 71017,1185,717
189026,65619,2377,419 201 87 1,211 853 17,8256,479
189126,51218,4148,098 264 179 1,4221,082 16,7286,837
189222,28115,3676,914 250 183 1,123 96313,9945,768
1893 19,70413,7165,988 178 103 951 74712,5875,138
189421,07014,5486,522 263 199 971 84913,3145,474
189524,393 16,7357,658 244 193 1,110 86915,3816,596
189624,46616,8247,642 246 117 1,191 941 15,3876,584
189725,47917,5717,908 218 153 1,164 99316,1896,762
189828,11019,0139,097 232 169 1,2461,125 17,5357,803
189933,59023,09410,496 231 234 1,3491,26321,5148,999
190035,43324,63410,799 246 279 1,7191,59822,6698,922
190136,52424,96611,558 213 253 1,6041,78923,1499,516
190235,28824,33410,954 111 108 1,5801,60222,6439,244
190334,28623,60010,686 78 36 1,4781,18622,0449,464
190440,98028,42312,557 103 69 1,3871,43226,93111,056
190540,42427,51612,908 100 84 1,7511,64325,66511,181
190647,71332,05215,661 178 123 2,193 2,06729,68113,471
190757,50439,21618,288263 144 2,6642,35836,28915,786

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Queensland Legislative Council Journals 1863 to 1865.
Tables I (years 1860-63) III; (years 1861-.63); IV, VI (years 1862-64).
Return to an Order made by the Legislative Assembly of Queensland on the 4th May,
1871(Immigration Office, Brisbane, May 17, 1871.Queensland Votes and
1871, first session, p. 873).
Table II (years 1864-70).
Queensland Legislative Assembly Votes and Proceedings 1866 to 187 1-72.
Tables III (year 1866); IV, VI (years 1865-70).
Statistics of the State of Queensland, Population 1874 to 1923.
TablesIII(years1860,1864,1865,1867-87);IV,VI (years 1874-1907);
V, VII (years1870-1923).
AustralasianStatistics, 1900, p. 10 (in Votes and Proceedings ofV'ic(orian Legislative
1902 (2)).
Table III (years 1873-1900).
jl B C ofQueenslandStatistics, 1926, Brisbane, 1926.
Tables V, VII (year 1924).
NOTES
'Excess of arrivals over departures.Complete figures not available.
21862..70 under 14 years; 1874 and 1875, under 12 years; 1876 onwards, 1-12 years.
over 14 years. 1874 onwards over 12 years.
5lncluding members of expeditionary forces, destination not stated.
4lncludingrespectively Chinese, Japanese, other Asiatics arid Pacific Islanders arriving from, or
departing to, other than their native countries.SOUTH AUSTRALIA
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

































































































































































































TABLE 11.—DISTRIBUTION OF ARRIVALS, BY SEX AND 1851-1924.
Sex Sex and age
Year Total Adults Children
Males Females
Males Females MalesFemales
1851 8,464 5,176—3,2S8 4,022 2,349 1,154 939
1852 20,789 16,795 3,994 15,294 2,810 1,501 1,184
1853 20,128 15,102 5,026 13,514 3,613 1,588 1,413
1854 17,258 10,036 7,222 8,254 5,451 1,782 1,771
1855 17,211 8,497 8,714 6,923 7,016 1,574 1,698
1856 9,525 5,769 3,756 4,648 2,845 1,121 911
1857 8,138 5,262 2,876 4,437 2,150 825 726
1858 7,855 4,826 3,029 4,081 2,365 745 664
1859 4,869 2,910 1,959 2,522 1,557 388 402
1860 4,374 3,109 1,263 2,806 952 303 313
1861 3,127 2,181 946 1,979 757 202 189
1862 3,230 2,091 1,139 1,919 923 172 216
1863 4,234 2,685 1,549 2,338 1,199 347 350
1864 5,958 3,720 2,238 3,219 1,781 501 457
1865 8,469 5,318 3,151 4,518 2,335 800 816
1866 6,955 4,400 2,555 3,800 1,995 600 560
1867 3,651 2,482 1,169 2,215 931 267 238
1868 2.900 2,069 831 1,856 642 213 189
1869 2,807 1,879 928 1,694 744 185 184
1870 2,302 1,574 728 1,458 596 116 132
1871 2,532 1,681 851 1,552 698 129 153
1872 2,401 1,604 797 1,431 661 173 136
1873 4,548 3,064 1,484 2,676 1,155 388 329
1874 5,557 3,555 2,002 3,027 1.525 528 477
1875 6.566 4,311 2.255 3,828 1,816 483 439
1876 13,841 8,750 5,091 7,332 3,759 1,418 1,332
1877 15,016 9,934 .5,082 8,797 4,082 1,137 1,000
1878 14572 9,715 4,857 8,553 3,871 1,162 986
1879 13480 8,962 4,518 7,965 3,587 997 931
1880 14,765 10,180 4,585 9,106 3,86.1 1,074 724
1881 19,552 13,438 6,114 12,340 5,404 1,098 710
1882 14,870 9,966 4,904 9,124 4,306 842 598
1883 19,830 12,879 6,951 11,386 5,703 1,493 1,248
1884 17,290 12,155 5,135 11,221 4,290 934 845
1883 14,500 10,152 4,348 9,394 3.643 758 705
1886 17,623 13,485 4,138 12,750 3,510 735 628
1887 15,468 11,006 4,462 10,201 3,778 805 684
1888 60,850 44,545 16,305 41,766 14,027 2,779 2,278
1889 46,086 33,625 12,461 31,249 10,589 2,376 1,872
1890 47,835 34,832 13,003 32,466 11,089 2,366 1,914
1891 58,7Q6 41,993 16,713 39.130 14.036 2,863 2,677
1892 57,583 41,895 15,688 38,805 13,091 3,090 2,597
1893 50,556 35,710 14,846 32.783 12.171 2,927 2,675
1894 62,399 47,242 15,157 44,334 12.481 2.908 2,676
1895 65,944 48,150 17,794 44,728 14,873 3,422 2,921
1896 92,591 68,151 24,440 63,160 20,018 4,991 4,422
1897 96,827 67,292 29,535 62,129 24.510 5,163 5,025
1898 94,060 63,682 30,378 58,136 25,690 5,546 4.688
1899 73,557 48,269 25,288 43,668 21,355 4.601 3,933
1900 71,189 48,940 28,849 43,663 23,933 5.277 4,916
1901 83,780 52,037 31,743 46,967 26,924 5,070 4,819
1902 71,896 44,202 27,694 39,545 23,320 4,6S7 4,374
1903 70,465 41,869 28,596 37,436 24,408 4,433 4,188
1904 44,022 29,134 14,888 .... ....
1905 53,389 35,086 18,303
1906 58,797 36,927 21,870
1907 76,112 48,894 27,218
1908 74,302 46,141 27,561
1909 62,824 40,443 22,381
1910 74,940 48,045 26,893
1911 95,847 63,118 32,729
1912 109,035 70,035 39,000
1913 115,464 73,861 39,603
1914 105,007 70,524 34,483
1915' 82,428 54,316 28,112
1916' 82,974 54,060 28,914
1917' 88,162 55,523 32,639
1918' 124,631 79,356 45,275
1919' 101,849 70,698 31,151
1920' 122,197 75,702 46,495
1921' 112,632 70,267 42,365
1922' 113,166 70.296 42,870
1923 121,049 76,829 44,220
1924 128,671 81,017 47,654 .... .


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE IV.—DIsTRIBUTION OF DEPARTURES, BY SEX AND AGE, 1851-1920.





1851 6,025 4,677 1,348 4,242 957 435 391
1852 16,475 14,123 2,352 13,420 1,911 703 441
1853 11,648 9,286 2,362 8,374 1,809 912 553
1854 5,467 3,773 1,694 3,305 1,319 468 375
1855 4,501 3,025 1,476 2,655 1,187 370 289
1856 7,278 5,252 2,026 4,826 1,657 426 369
1857 4,909 3,205 1,704 2,830 1.356 375 348
1858 3,609 2.499 1,110 2,274 '919 225 191
1859 3,651 2,271 1,380 1,961 1,090 310 290
1860 4,902 3,444 1,458 3,042 1,098 402 360
1861 2,077 1,243 834 1,050 638 193 196
1862 2,685 1,787 898 1,546 ,, 657 241 241
1863 2,892 2,022 870 1,767 651 255 219
1864 2,676 1,776 900 1,575 702 201 198
1865 3,703 2,669 1,034 2,431 781 238 253
1866 4,135 2,899 1,236 2,630 999 269 237
1867 4,046 2,815 1,231 2,483 925 332 306
1868 4,193 3,041 1,152 2,749 911 292 241.
1869 2,724 1,778 946 1,550 748 228 198
1870 4,128 2,705 1,423 2,336 1,071 369 352
1871 3,182 2,037 1,145 l;765 869 272 276
1872 3,405 2,173 1,232 1,887 964 286 268
187.3 3,172 2,126 1,046 1,940 850 186 196
1874 3,271 2,226 1,045 2,079 898 147 147
1875 4,019 2,718 1,301 2,491 1,114 227 187
1876 4,995 3,605 1,390 3,387 1,205 218 18.5
1877 9,008 6,213 2,795 5,755 2,433 458 362
1878 8,174 5,826 2,348 5,434 2,072 276
1879 9,137 6,737 2,400 6,374 2,108 363 292
1880 13,002 9,391 3,611 8,874 3,240 517 371
1881 16,800 12,154 4,646 11,516 4,151 638 495
1882 14,136 10,108 4,028 9,458 3,521 650 507
1883 15,562 10,858 4,704 10,020 4,035 838 669
1884 16,082 11,280 4,802 10,421 4,065 859 737
1885 20,596 14,089 6,507 12,451 5,074 1,638 1,433
1886 25,231 17,508 7,723 15,447 5,888 2,061 1,835
1887 17,667 12,213 5,454 10,878 4,360 1,335 1,094
1888 66,739 48,998 17,741 45,407 3,591 2,791
1889 46,727 32,781 13,946 30,112 11,765 2,669 2,181
1890 48,849 35,283 13,566 32,708 11,589 2,575 1,977
1891 58,300 41,589 16,711 38,664 14,152 2,925 2,559
1892 52,677 38,178 14,499 35,543 12,179 2,635 2,320
1893 45,816 32,587 13,229 30,276 11,090 2,311 2,139
1894 62,285 47,715 14,570 44,878 12,183 2,837 2,387
1895 66,677 49,107 17,570 45,709 14,682 3,398 2,888
1896 94,620 69,331 25,289 63,982 20,626 5,349 4,663
1897 98,037'67,504 30,533 61,281 24,866 6,223 5,667
1898 92,306 61,657 30,649 55,696 25,682 5,961 4,967
1899 71,966 46,071 25,895 41,583 22,191 4,488 3,704
1900 78,264 48,622 29,64243,234 24,720 5,388 4,922
1901 82,880 51,548 31,332 46,478 26,499 5,070 4,833984INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
TABLEIV.—DIsmISUTI0N OF DEPARTURES, BY SEX AND AGE, 185 1-1920 (continued).
Sex Sex and age




1902 72,810 44,454 28,356 39,882 23,953 4,572 4,403
1903 70,115 41,229 28,886 36,608 24,688 4,621 4,198
1904 44,416 27,018 17,398
1905 51,797 30,931 20,866
1906 57,018 32,923 24,095
1907 68,631 42,402 26,229
1908 66,353 41,281 25,072
1909 60,188 38,149 22,039
1910 65,710 41,907 23,803
1911 89,544 58,723 30,821
1912 102,866 66,120 36,746
19132 113,441 76,811 36,630
191423111,556 75,626 35,930




191923 84,948 54,739 30,209
119,254 74,150 45,104













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VL—-IMMIGRANTS AT PUBLIC EXPENSE AND ASSISTED IMMIGRANTS, BY SEX,
1851-85 AND 1911-15.
V Total MalesFemales Year Total MalesFemales
1851 3,670 2,030 1,640 1871—______
1852 5,279 2,779 2,500 1872 . .. . . .
1853 4,583 1,949 2,634 1873 226 104 122
1854 8,824 3,609 5,215 1874 2,152 1,192 960
1855 11,871 4,514 7,357 1875 2,067 1,156 911
1856 4,177 2,335 1,842 1876 7,730 4,663 3,067
1857 3,965 2,422 1,543 1877 4,947 2,866 2,081
1858 3,553 1,894 1,659 1878 4,250 2,459 1,791
1859 2,011 913 1,098 1879 3,235 1,706 1,529
1860 972 492 480 1880 808 345 463
1861 21 18 3 1881 783 418 365
1862 611 281 330 1882 1,122 471 651
1863 1,499 811 688 1883 4,132 1,959 2,173
1864 2,647 1.459 1,188 1884 968 427 541
1865 4,625 2,692 1,933 1885 293 130 163
1866 3,891 2,252 1,639 1911 665 315 350
1867 349 198 151 1912 3,212 1,464 1,748
1868 1913 2,759 1,110 1,649
1869 87 47 40 1914 644 240 404
1870 . 1915 79 22 57
SOURCES
Statistical Register of South Australia for 1860 to 1924-25, Adelaide, 1926.
TablesI (years 1836-87); 11-VT (years 1851-1924).
A.'ustraiasian 1800, p. 10.
(In Voles and of Victorian Legislative Assembly, 1902 (2)).
Table I (years 1873-1900).
I NOTES
till these figures are inciticleci expeditionary forces overseas and crews:
ExpeditionaryForces Overseas Crews shipped
M F M F
1915 485
1916 107 135
1917 986 7 391
1918 1,728 11 273 —
1919 13,302 79 418 3





these figures are included expeditionary forces overseas and crews.
Expeditionary Forces Overseas Crews discharged
M F M F
1914 1,206 28 —
1Q15 7,608 23 —
1916 11,378 4 133
1917 1,795 44 321
1918 1,965 17 317





4Allowancesfor unrecordedmigration (345in 1920, 341 in1921,337in 1922,354 in1923and348 in
1924) IlOtlilcilided.988INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
TASMANIA




































































































































































































































For reference notespage 989.TASMANIA
TABLE 11.—ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES BY SEA, CLASSIFIED BY SEX, 1909-19.
989
A cconntsan(iPapers (Puhlished by order of the Parliament., London)1835, vol.
XXXIX,732
Table I (year 1833).
Tasmanian Parliamentary Papers, vol. LXXXIII 1920—21, of Tm'an an ía,
Appendix A, p. 7
Table I (years 1847-1919)
Parliamentary Papers, 1.910 to919—20, Statistics of Tasmania.
Table II (years 1909-19)
NOTES
'Of which number 1,638 adults (850 males and 788 females) and 707 children.
247,327isthe recordedemigration.The emigralion in the Tasmanian Parliamentary Papers, Vol.
LXXIII 1915-16, of p. 90, is given as: Fernalesl9,662.
The figure for males includes 1,133 mates and 19 females Expeditionary Force.In later years the figures
given in 'Fable I are the figures of total emigration, including a certain number of unrecorded cases.












































































TABLE I.—ARrnvALs BY SEA, BY SEX, 1837-1924.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1844 2,648 811 1,837 1844 1,423 191 1,232
1845 4,335 483 3,852 1845 1,519 199 1,320
1846 3,676 405 3,271 1846 1,775 227 1,548
1847 4,568 1,056 3,512 1847 1,540 140 1,400
1848 8,235 1,719 6,516 1848 1,669 150 1,519
1849' 13,618 3,316 10,302 1849 1,992 308 1,684
1850 10,760 1,998 8,762... • . •..
1873 29,460 3,416 26,044 1873 26,294 3,876 22,418
1896 84,872 7,580 77,292 1896 99,419 9,369 90,050
Forreference notes see page 997.VICTORIA 993
TABLE 1V.—DEPARTURES BY SEA, CLASSIFiED BY SEX, 1841-1924.
Year Total MalesFemalesYear Total MalesFemales
1841 939 1883 55,562 37,481 18,081
1842 1,964 1,337 627 1884 58,061 39,495 18,566
1843 2,000 1,395 605 1885 61,994 41,395 20,599
1844 1,423 1,042 381
1845 1,519 1,095 424 1886 68,102 47,382 20,720
1887 68,121 47,536 20,585
1846 1,775 1,319 456 1888 60,229 41,380 18,849
1847 1,540 1,180 360 1889 68,418 46,679 21,739
1848 1,669 1,264 405 1890 63,820 42,740 21,080
1849 1,992 1,364 628
12.50 3,304 2,300 1 004 1891 53,172 36,033 17,139
1892 69,214 46,718 22,496
1851 3,706 2,854 852 1893 80,460 54,271 26,189
1852 31,038 28,620 2,418 1894 90,110 61,892 28,218
1853 42,443 36,532 5,911 1895 88,886 60,061 28,825
1854 34,975 28.669 6,306
1855 26,395 20,585 5,810 1896 99,419 68,978 30,441
1897 97;301 64,706 32,595
1856 21,187 17,362 3,823 1898 98,223 64,467 33,758
1857 20,471 16,752 3,719 1899 86,947 55,880 31,067
1858 25,882 21,691 4,191 1900 83,684 53,946 29,738
1859 19,615 15,349 4,266
1860 21,689 17,220 4,469 1901 90,126 58,182 31,944
1902 97,933 62,963 34,970
1861 35,898 30,914 4,984 1903 66,159 40,803 25,336
1862 38,203 31,043 7,160 1904 65,831 40,318 25,513
1863 34,800 27,929 6,871 1905 65,404 39,199 26,205
1864 21,779 15,758 6,021
1865 25,292 19,105 6,187 1906 67,348 40,383 26,965
1907 73,045 44,063 28,982
1866
I27,629 20,772 6,857 1908 78,614 47,198 31,416
1867 25,142 18,472 6,670 1909 73,768 44,275 29,493
1868 25,552 19,639 5,913 1910 77,951 46,196 31,755
1869 22,418 16,371 6,047
1870 21,087 15,228 5,859 1911 85,329 50,190 35,139
1912 99,933 60,028 39,905
1871 19,931 14,189 5,762 1913 101,718 61,838 39,880
1872 25,295 18,685 6,610 19142 99,043 59,395 39,648
1873 26,294 18,335 7,959 82,18948,397 33,792
1874 27,365 19,424 7,941
1875 29,342 20,457 8,885 19162 76,68743,604 33,083
19172 58,774
1876 31,977 22,205 9,772 19182 51,631
1877 33,943 23,878 10,063 19192 37,099
1878 37,492 26,085 11,407 1920 59,956
1879 39,212 27,523 11,689
1880 45,294 31,857 13,437 1921 63,944
1922 66,355
1881 51,744 35,692 16,052 1923 69,986
1882 48,524 33,677 14,847 1924 72,458
For reference notes seepage997.994INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
TABLE V.—DEPARTURES BY SEA, CLASSU?IED BY COUNTRY OF FUTURE RESIDENCE, 1865-1916.
New Other
Year Total AustraliaZealandUnited South British Foreign United
and SouthKingdom AfricaDominionsports States
Seas
1865 25,292 12,486 6,277 4,789 1,740
1866 27,629 12,594 9,618 4,302 1,115
1867 25,142 11,911 7,717 4,338 1,176
1868 25,552 14,992 5,176 3,909 1,475
1869 22,418 12,081 3,048 3,674 1,615
1870 21,087 12,165 4,119 3,553 1,250
1871 19,951 12,753 2,960 2.949 1,289
1872 25,295 17,807 2,675 3,183 1,630
1873 26,294 18.216 3,329 3.433 1,316
1874 27,365 18,683 4,182 3,230 1,270
1875 29,342 20,683 4,312 3,244 1,103
1876 31,977 23,886 4,236 2,873 982
1877 33,943 25,202 3,685 3,372 1,084
1878 37,492 27,461 4,317 4,413 1,301
1879 39,212 28,472 5,407 4,308 1025
1880 45,294 33,769 4,463 5,362 1700
1881 51,744 39,826 4,314 5,113 2,491
1882 48,524 36,157 4,358 6,334 1,675
1883 55,562 43,651 3,668 6,735 1,508
1884 58,061 45.331 3,766 7,363 1,601
1885 61,994 50,505 3,442 6,293 1.754
1886 68,102 55,752 3,453 6,864 2,033
1887 68,121 52,595 3,653 7,948 3,925
1888 60,229 44,620 3,889 8,512 3,208
1889 68,418 49,696 4,927 8,995 4,800
1890 63,820 47,584 4,314 8,213 3,709
1891 53,172 42,997 3,313 4,853 .... 2,009
1892 69,214 59,427 4,181 3,917 .. 1,689
1893 80,460 60,391 8,321 7,187 .... 4,561
1894 90,110 72,684 4,828 8,223 4,375
1895 88,886 71,069 4,958 6,248 1,524 5,087
1896 99,419 80,480 4,008 6,550 3,214 .... 5,167
1897 97,301 79,599 4,905 7,132 1,570 .... 4,095
1898 98,225 81,970 4,591 7,509 870 .... 3,285
1899 86,947 69,454 5,056 7,603 1,192 1,188 2,454
1900 83,684 61,069 4.733 9.853 3.645 1,185 3,199
1901 90,126 69,998 4,453 8,097 3,715 1,108 2,755
1902 97,933 72,401 6,853 8,645 5,460 1,365 3,209
1903 66,159 52,498 5,952 2,637 3,511 983 578
1904 65,831 54,576 5,823 2,769 1,125 984 554
1905 63,404 54,847 5,278 2,422 1,068 949 840
1906 67,348 55,548 6,427 2,580 878 1,103 812
1907 73,045 62,063 5,781 2,627 644 1,043 887
1908 78,614 67,463 2,728 596 954 881
1909 73,768 63,928 4,547 2,551 777 1,112 853
1910 77,951 68,522 4.143 2,540 814 1,047 885
1911 85,329 75,296 4,268 2,752 883 1,068 1,062
1912 99,933 86,820 4,743 4.473 940 1,472 1,476 9
1913 101,718 87,729 4,455 5,633 838 1,343 1,708 12
19142 99,043 85,999 3,732 5,664 666 1,374 1,560 48
19152 82,189 73,853 2,397 2,914 314 1,977 564 170
19162 76.687 70,514 1,813 1,448 254 1,505 1,066 87
For reference notes see page 997.VICTORIA 995
TABLE IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION, 1861, 1866, 1873-75, 1886-1923.
Immigrants Emigrants
Year - 'Xear
Total ChineseOther Total ChineseOther
1861 154 154
1866 974 974 1866 1,043 1,043
1873 269 269 1873 523 523
1874 386 386 1874 386 386
1875 299 299 1875 521 521
1886 1,108 1,108 1886 492 492
1887 2.049 2,049 1887 902 902
1888 372 372 1888 582 582
1889 124 124 1889 655 655
1890 232 232 1890 593 593
1891 293 293 1891 604 604
1892 584 584 1892 709 709
1893 1,094 1,094 1893 507 507
1894 416 416 1894 415 415
1895 569 569 1895 416 416
1896 709 709 1896 512 512
1897 762 762 1897 435 435
1898 711 711 1898 341 341
1899 636 636 1899 417 417
1900 569 569 1900 385 385
1901 1,473 864 1901 954 471
1902 921 614 307 1902 959 434 525
1903 504 408 96 1903 595 503 92
1904 420 372 48 1904 516 441 75
1905 564 506 58 1905 645 509 136
1906 447 376 71 1906 655 526 129
1907 505 464 41 1907 498 419 79
1908 630 566 64 1908 510 448 62
1909 392 323 69 1909 625 556 69
1910 561 424 137 1910 574 418 156
1911 339 435 104 1911 531 454 77
1912 678 545 133 1912 630 556 74
1913 592 475 117 1913 670 579 91
1914 381 323 58 1914 368 501 67
1915 609 530 79 1915 689 592 97
1916 561 481 80 1916 489 397 92
1917 67 ... 67 1917 208 ... 208
1918 402 350 52 1918 316 270 46
1919 233 187 46 1919 559 408 151
1920 359 300 59 1920 496 410 86
1921 385 313 70 1921 655 591 64
1922 411 346 65 1922 556 509 47
1923 538 462 76 1923 35! 487 64
Forreference notes see page 997.996INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
TABLE VII.—Assrs'rED IMMIGRANTS, BY SEX, 1838-60.
Year Total MalesFemales Year Total MalesFemales
1838 297 200 97 1850 2,248 852 1,396
1839 501 313 288 1851 2,551 1,382 1,169
1840 1,538 736 802 1852 15,477 7,762 7,715
1841 4,008 3,992 1853 14,578 5,236 9,342
1842 1,787 932 855 1854 16,318 5,456 10,862
1843 13 8 5 1855 9,245 3,149 6,096
1844 1,430 764 666 1856 4,679 1,763 2,916
1845 177 177 1857 14,369 5,429 8,940
1846 342 342 1858 5,859 2,320 3,539
1847 537 537 1859 3,151 552 2,599
1848 3,993 2,210 1,783 1860 1,736 185 1,551
1849 7,669 3,823 3,846....
TABLE VllI.—AssrsTED IMMIGRANTS. 1861-85.









































... .•.. .... .... 1885 ..
For reference notes see page 997.
SOURCES
Statistical Register of Victoria, Part IX.Social Conditions.Statistical Summary of
Victoria, from 1836 to 1900 inclusive, in Votes and Proceedings of Victorian Legislative
.4ssembly.Melbourne, 1902, vol. 2.Melbourne.
Tables I (years 1837-1900) (totals); IV (years 1841-1900) (totals).
Idem, 1867 and 1876.
Tables I (years 1857-64); IV (years 1857-64).
Statistical Register of Victoria.Melbourne, 1854, pp. 232-8.
Tables I (years 1843-50); Ill (years 1844-50).
Idem, 1875 to 1917.
Tables I, II, IV and V (years 1865-1916); III (year 1896); VI (years 1866-1916).
Statistical Notes on Progress of Victoria, 1835-60, Melbourne.Vol. I,pp. 5-8
Tables I (years 1842-43, 1851-56); IV (years 1842-56).VICTORIA 997
Victorian Year-Book, 1873-75, 1922-23, 1.924-25.
Tables I, IV and VI (years 1873-75, 1916-24); III (year1873).
Victoria.Report of immigration and emigration in 1861.(In Accounts and
Papers,1861—63(19) PP.13-21.)
Table VI (year 1861).
Victoria.Immigration Returns for 1862, 1863 and 1864.
Table VIII (years 1862-64).
NOTES
liii 1849 the figures referring to sex and age Register, 1854) total 13,618 instead of 14,618 as
given iiiothersources in later years. .
2ExcludingAustralian Expeditionary Forces departed from and arrived in Victoria.
3For 1844 and 1845 are specified "above 14 years" and "under 14 years".
rim April 1 to December 31, 1901.998INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
TABLE 1.—ARRIVALS ANDDEPARTURESBY SEA, 1829-1920.
Year ArrivalsDepartures Year Arrivals Departures
1829 652 . 1886 5,615 1,877
1830 1,125 ... 1887 4,450 2,400
1835 96 68 1888 1,598 2,794
1840' 123 ... 1889 2,850 2,272
1845' ..• 129 1890 3,567 1,996
1850' 203 ... 1891 6,346 2,667
1855' 537 .. 1892 7,440 2,978
18561 294 ... 1893 8,928 3,716
18571 ... 92 1894 25,858 9,923
1858' 848 ... 1895 29,523 11,163
1859' ... 261 1896 55,215 19,324
1860 461 450 1897 49,387 26,867
1861 560 424 1898 32,709 28,845
1862 1,808 653 1899 20,278 20,287
1863 1,920 737 1900 24,921 19,078
1864 1,173 916 1901 32,762 20,780
1865 1,268 836 1902 37)860 21,001
1866 1,069 647 1903 30,943 20,216
1867 721 467 1904 31,517 19,563
1868 1,038 404 1905 28,791 22,934
.1869 503 752 1906 25,396 25,077
1870 268 303 1907 22,326 27,740
1871 320 479 1908 24,594 24,339
1.872 320 419 1909 24,643 23,537
1873 285 639 1910 31,403 25,091
1874 660 601 1911 41,359 29,178
187.5 733 520 1912 38,326 31,732
1876 727 650 1913 37,637 29,366
1877 613 575 1914 27,270 31,097
1878 322 471 1915 20,734 31,761
1879 214 278 1916 19,322 34,010
1880 577 777 1917 17,822 22,318
1881 611 690 1918 24,262 24,511
1882 932 838 1919 32,561 17,695
1883 1,507 1,071 1920 30,351 30,106
1884 2,434 1,563 ....
1885 3,047 1,419 . .. .
SOURCES
WesternAustralia Year-Book for 1902-04 (13th ed., 1906), p.1152."Statistical
View of the Progress of Western Australia, to 1904".
Table I (years 1829-90).
Statistical Register of Western Australia, 1919-20."Statistical View of the Progress
of Western Australia, 1829 to 1919-20", p. 2.
Table I (years 1890-1914).
Idem, 1924-25.
Table I (years 1915-25).
NOTE
'From 1838 to 1859, inclusive, the figures give only the excess of arrivals over departures or vice versa